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By exploring our own entrepreneurial opportunities, we hope to create a new niche for professional writers where we can consult and offer writing services to new and existing businesses. Effective writing skills are crucial to successful business, yet these skills are sometimes lacking in the workplace. Professional writing graduates can use their degrees to establish consulting programs that would educate employees on how to efficiently communicate in today’s fast-paced work environment. This report intends to offer a base of knowledge that business leaders would want taught to their employees.

On a slightly similar scale, writing proficiency skills are very important for today’s successful business. With the mainstream use of emails and reports as the primary source of information-sharing, businesses require strong writing skills to survive. In today’s business world, mistakes in writing can be costly. Annually, writing mishaps cost businesses an estimated $3.1 billion in lost revenue. With such a large amount of money being spent on developing writing skills, more emphasis on these concepts is necessary.

One example where writing skills were extremely crucial to the success of a company occurred when a contractual disagreement placed $15 million at stake. The contractual detail, which involved when stock options would be issued, boiled down to two clauses and differing interpretations of the meaning of “subsequent” versus “consequently.” $15 million lost—because of one word.

These kinds of disastrous scenarios help us illustrate that writing skills are still lacking in the workplace. In our consulting business, we would like to provide seminars and workshops that can help employees learn the basics of business writing; we’d offer one-on-one consulting to help improve focus on specific projects; and we could assist employees in bettering one-time pieces of writing as well.

Lack of basic writing skills is a major problem in the modern workplace; in a recent survey of 120 major corporations, where 4 million employees were evaluated, 1.3 million fell short of employers’ writing expectations. With over 30% of employees below the typical standard for writing skills, the chances for miscommunication in the workplace are drastically high.

At major universities today, the emphasis seems to be shifting to technical writing, and too many classes focus less and less on the quality of the written word. Linda Barrington, author of a 2006 report, “To Read or Not to Read,” detailed the glaring deficiency in reading and writing in new employees coming out of college. Barrington pointed out that, “It’s nice that they are reading e-mail and reading comics, but if they can’t turn it into a communication tool, that is where the breakdown happens on the employer side.” It is for this reason a consulting firm would be useful for businesses and their employees to help educate new college graduates entering the workforce on the writing communication skills in which they may be lacking. Our consulting firm would not only offer its services as an outsourcing opportunity, where our professionals could help businesses with specific projects, but also offer individual employees help with their own writing.

**How Would We Do It?**

### Survey of Employees’ Writing Skills

- 1.3 Million Employees with Below Standard Writing Skills
- 3.7 Million Employees with Average Writing Skills

Professional consulting firms meet with many different businesses to solve glaring issues within the company as a whole. Using a step-by-step approach, professional writers can use specific tools and techniques to contribute to businesses regarding competent writing in the workplace. Tools such as grammar, punctuation, spelling, presentation planning, and any other areas of concern will be discussed and displayed in many different ways, depending on the client’s (business’) needs and requests. And coming up with an informative program so we could teach employees to utilize the skills we’re striving to learn in our classes today would be a good way to fit professional writers into the future of Michigan’s economy.

**Why Would This Work?**

With the suffering economy, the foresight of a job in the state of Michigan can look pretty bleak. Many students, including professional writing majors, plan to leave the state to pursue their careers elsewhere, where the demand for jobs is higher. With so many students wanting to leave Michigan after graduation, something needs to be done to restore some of the state’s job possibilities. Luckily, as professional writers, we have the necessary tools to create our own way of contributing and helping Michigan. By creating and expanding this new niche for Professional Writers, we have the ability to generate jobs which can potentially spur the economic growth.